
We know exactly which applicants 
are going to act like our top 

performers quickly and painlessly. 
All of our locations have amazing 

teams now because of PAIRIN, 
and we know they're going to stick 

around.

BRANDON KNUDSEN 
CO-FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT, 

ZIGGI 'S COFFEE

Franchise owner, Brandon Knudsen, needed to 
maintain the unique Ziggi’s Coffee experience as 
they added many new locations and evaluated 
candidates with limited job experience.

Background

As Ziggi’s Coffee added locations through a franchising model, it 
became more critical to manage customer service so that when a 
customer enters one location they experienced the same high-quality 
service offered by the original location. Ziggi's Coffee owners knew 
they needed employees that shared the same culture, values and 
people skills across all locations. 

As is typical of coffee shops, job applicants frequently have little to 
no work experience. Applicants like high school students often do 
not have enough experience to list on a resume, making resumes 
ineffective as an evaluation tool. Resumes also do not reflect an 
applicant’s soft skills or the qualities that would make them successful 
at working in customer service at Ziggi’s Coffee. Without an effective 
way to evaluate applicants, hiring managers were spending too 
much time preparing for and conducting the interview, and sorting 
through how to assess the interviews to identify the applicants that 
would work best at Ziggi’s Coffee. Brandon knew he had a decent gut 
instinct for hiring, but instinct is not trainable or scalable.

Jill and Stephen Anderson were Ziggi's Coffee's first franchisees. Jill 
said that before they started the business, her biggest concern was 
how they were going to find the right staff that fit the Ziggi's culture.  

Hiring managers at Ziggi’s Coffee needed a systematic and reliable 
way to evaluate applicants without meeting all of them. The tool had 
to both assess job readiness and whether an applicant would fit the 
company culture. Furthermore, the interview process needed to 
focus on asking better questions that would relate to the qualities 
determined to be most critical to the success of the franchise.
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The Franchise 
Implementation Model: 
Ziggi's Coffee

PAIRIN becomes the first 
step in the recruiting process. 
Applicants apply for positions 
through the PAIRIN link.

PAIRIN ranks applicants on 
their match to Ziggi’s Coffee 
culture profile and stores 
resumes. 

Store managers use PAIRIN’s 
behavioral interview questions, 
which are EEOC compliant 
and specific to the skills of the 
applicant.

How a Multi-Unit Franchise Reduced Applicant Evaluation 
Time by up to 90% and Preserved Their Culture During 

Expansion



Approach

Ziggi’s Coffee implemented PAIRIN to evaluate culture fit and job 
readiness and used PAIRIN track and manage applicant flow. After 
surveying current employees, they were able to create a “Ziggi’s Coffee 
Culture” target which included the attributes most important to their 
company culture like Enriching Others, Service Orientation, Grit and Well-
Being.

Each Ziggi’s Coffee location has their individual PAIRIN account for 
surveying and evaluating applicants. The franchise owner has access to 
the data for all the locations. Each applicant is assessed on their match to a Ziggi’s Coffee culture target, a 
Career Readiness target and a Customer Service target.

After evaluating how the applicants rank for best fit to the three targets, hiring managers use the interview 
questions to determine the impact of and willingness to develop any skill gaps that may exist. Managers can 
efficiently manage applicant flow using the “Hire”, “Reject”, and “Archive” buttons in the PAIRIN system.

Overall, implementing this process helped Ziggi’s Coffee save significant time in their hiring process by allowing 
them to more easily identify qualified candidates when experience and resumes were not helpful. Jill Anderson, 
co-owner of Ziggi's first franchisee recommends PAIRIN for other franchise owners. "It takes the guessing out 
of hiring and gives you a solid team. it makes opening your business a lot easier when you have a staff you can 
trust." Stephen Anderson also states that he "wouldn’t change any of the staff members that we hired using 
PAIRIN."

About PAIRIN

PAIRIN is a social enterprise software company whose mission is to make education relevant and hiring 
equitable. The PAIRIN Readiness Management System™ is the world’s first competency-based talent ecosystem 
that uses friendly science to personalize career exploration, job matching and professional development.  
Recognized as one of “The Top 50 Coolest New Companies in America” by Business Insider in 2015, winner 
of the 2017 Denver Chamber of Commerce Start Up of the Year award, and a 2017 Colorado Companies to 
Watch winner, PAIRIN continues to lead the skills-based talent pipeline evolution for education and industry. 
Find out more at www.PAIRIN.com.

Results

90% 
Reduction in applicant evaluation time

59% 
Increase in retention rate since 

implementing PAIRIN

9
Locations hiring with PAIRIN

92
Match score to the Ziggi's Coffee 

culture target for employees hired 
using PAIRIN

READINESS                  ZIGGI'S CULTURE                      CUSTOMER SERVICE

Ziggi's Coffee Targets

http://www.PAIRIN.com

